
Summer Homework for Honors Latin IV (non-PreAP) 

The following schedule is your homework for the summer.  What is below is required for you to have accomplished while enjoying 
the warm days of summer.  Truly, if you use your time wisely, much of the summer ought to be enjoyed by you.  

 
 

Important Information 
 

I.  Rationale: 
 
The summer assignment this year 
is to have you read and re-read 
the chapters from LLPSI over 
again to accomplish the 
following: 
 
A.  practice/solidify  
      your Latin-reading skills 
B.  solidify all the vocabulary 
      from Caps 1-18 
C.  see again the all grammar 
      you have laboriously, 
      tediously experienced over 
      these chapters in context 
      and  
D.  Get mentally prepared for  
      19, 20 + 
 
II.  Due Dates: 
 

see classroom.google for schedule 
of what to do per week of 
summer. 
 
For questions: 
email: 
matthew.kostovny@sbschools.org 

 Assignments 
 

A.  Pick up a photo copy of chapters 1-21 from Mr. K  
 

B.  Join the “Latin Honors 4 ‘17” classroom: 97geuwr 
 
 

C.  Read with understanding Latin: How to Read it Fluently 
 

C2: On June 30: apply the word-thoughting skills read in C to a paragraph 
from Cap 16.  (Will be in classroom.google) 
 

 
D.  Read “Excerpts from Driving with Dido” by J. S. Bailey. 
           -Rationale: to inspire you with “good habits” in 
                              acquiring Latin. 
             - The entire article will be in classroom if you want to 
               read the entire thing to understand why and how J. S. 
               Bailey did what he did to “master” Latin. 
 

E.  Re-Read caps 1-18-- especially 13-18;  
      Read and work on Caps 19-20 
      -Rationale: to instill the habits J. S. Bailey used in his 
                         pursuit to learn Latin well. 
 

      -Requirements for E: 
      -  Read aloud 
      -  invent or recall the hand gestures I used for the   
         vocabulary to help you comprehend the Latin 
         message. 
      - Watch the videos for 14, 16, 17, 18, 19 
       -Listen to the audio files for said chapters 

 

F.  Maintain a reading log: where are you in the book; what things are you 
understanding; how is your reading improving; what line “knocked you 
socks off”, etc. 
 

In the end, I really, really, really want you to just spend some time reading 
and re-reading these chapters; verily, if you buy the textbook you can read 
on.  
 

Reading a foreign language in that language and comprehending that 
language (hence, not translating) is a real skill and it takes time and 
practice.  Thus, remember: word-thoughting, reading aloud, and using 
hand gestures (or draw pictures, write summaries in the language even 
with “grammatical oopsies”) can help you recognize these word groupings.  
All languages function in word-thoughts; so mastering that recognition is 
the key to reading with understanding of Latin in Latin.  Let’s face it, 
when you leave after next year, this skill/ability ought to be the one that we 
have laid a solid foundation for the future of your hobby, Latin. 

 

 



Honors Latin 4  (Non-PreAP Latin) Syllabus 

In order to help you to self-regulate your time in order to both enjoy the “lazy, hot, humid” days of summer 
and find time to chill with your bro-bean, Orberg, I have fashioned this syllabus. 

For: How to Read Latin Fluently (attached directly after “Driving with Dido”) 

Date What to do What’s due 
June 24 Chapters 1 and 2 in HtRLF (pages 5-11) Make a reflection on the reading in the 

“reading log” in our google.classroom. 
June 25 Chapter 3 (pages 12-15) Make a reflection on the reading in the 

“reading log” in our google.classroom. 
June 26 Chapter 4 (pages 16-19) Make a reflection on the reading in the 

“reading log” in our google.classroom. 
June 27 Chapter 5 (pages 20-30) Make a reflection on the reading in the 

“reading log” in our google.classroom. 
June 28 Chapter 6 (pages 31-40) Make a reflection on the reading in the 

“reading log” in our google.classroom. 
June 29 Chapter 7 (pages 41-50) Make a reflection on the reading in the 

“reading log” in our google.classroom. 
June 30 Application:  

Word thought the paragraph from 16 in the same way as was 
one for you in the example provided! 

Make a reflection on the reading in the 
“reading log” in our google.classroom. 

 

Special note:   
• It starts getting “dense” in Chapter 4, so prepare yourself to read a bit slower starting on June 26.   
• The reading of these chapters + the reflection should take no longer than 40mins. 

 
For: Lingua Latina per se Illustrata 

The goal of the reading of Latin over the summer is to provide you with ample time to recognize, practice, and instill “extensive 
reading” habits in your hobby, Latin.  Basically, we are going to do with Latin what you and your parents did for you to learn your 
first language and probably even English—if this was not your native tongue—when you were very young.  In other words, I want 
you to do the same thing that Justin Bailey did as can be seen in the summary of his article: Drive with Dido. This is the sheet that was 
immediately after the overview of the summer assignment and prior to the packet on How to Read Latin Fluently.  We want to focus 
on “Key points from Phase 2” because that is the phase of reading Latin you are in! 
 

A General Outline / week1: 
Date What to do What’s due 

Sunday Read/Familiarize yourself with the grammar you are about to 
encounter in the chapter—most of which aren’t practiced in the 
fill-in-the-blank exercises. So be braced to have your grammatical 
minds exploded with new wisdom and truth! 

Get a notebook and take notes on this 
grammar; or, add notes to those already 

taken during the school year. 

Monday Fill-out the vocabulary catalogue for the new vocabulary you are 
going to encounter as you read. 

The vocabulary catalogue 

Tuesday Read with comprehension in Latin Lesson 1 of the chapter: 
As you read, review the new vocab + grammar 

Lesson 1 read in Latin comprehending that 
lesson in Latin 

Wednesday Read with comprehension in Latin Lesson 2 of the chapter: 
As you read, review the new vocab + grammar 

Lesson 2 read in Latin comprehending that 
lesson in Latin 

Thursday Read with comprehension in Latin Lesson 3 of the chapter: 
As you read, review the new vocab + grammar 

Lesson 3 read in Latin comprehending that 
lesson in Latin 

Friday Re-read the chapter Answer in full Latin sentences the reading 
comprehension questions posted in 

google.classroom 
Saturday Enjoy the weekend! Or get a jump start on next week.  Make a reflection in the “reading log”  

                                                           
1 This is the same outline that was suggested to me from my Professor at UMass this spring of ’17! If you follow it or try to as best as 
you can: Oh, the places you will go! 



 
Date What to do What’s due 
7/1-7 Read the summary of Driving with Dido especially “Phase 2” + 

implement those strategies to Chapter 14 
 
Driving with Dido is attached below this sheet. 

Vocabulary catalogue for 14 
Grammatical notes on 14 

Reading comprehension questions (Friday) 
Reading reflection (Saturday) 

7/8-14 Chapter 16 Vocabulary catalogue for 16 
Grammatical notes on 16 

Reading comprehension questions (Friday) 
Reading reflection (Saturday) 

7/15-21 Chapter 17 Vocabulary catalogue for 17 
Grammatical notes on 17 

Reading comprehension questions (Friday) 
Reading reflection (Saturday) 

7/22-28 Chapter 18 Vocabulary catalogue for 18 
Grammatical notes on 18 

Reading comprehension questions (Friday) 
Reading reflection (Saturday) 

7/29-8/4 Chapter 19 Vocabulary catalogue for 18 
Grammatical notes on 18 

Reading comprehension questions (Friday) 
Reading reflection (Saturday) 

8/5-11 Re-read from caps 1-9 
(practice the strategies of “Phase 22”) 

Reading reflection (Saturday) 

8/12-18 Re-read from caps 10-19 
(practice the strategies of “Phase 2”) 

Reading reflection (Saturday) 

8/19-25 Work on the grammar review packet Have it done and ready to review by the 
second full day of class in September! 8/26-9/1 Enjoy the last week prior to the start of school  

 
Special notes: 

• Plan accordingly!  If you know you are not going to be able to do a particular week, alert me as well as 
reconfigure the plan above to fit in what you are going to miss! 

• Verily, you can be re-reading caps 1-19 through out! 
 

 

 

                                                           
2 “Phase 2” is a reference to the practice employed by Jason Bailey in Drive with Dido. 


